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Anthem CEO says no divestiture proposal made to DoJ

 PaRR Confirmed

Humana/Aetna’s Medicare Advantage assets attractive – CEO 
Suitable acquirer for divestitures unclear – AHA president

Anthem (NYSE:ANTX) does not anticipate making divestitures as the health insurer seeks to close its purchase 
of Cigna (NYSE:CI), and Aetna’s (NYSE:AET) refiling of merger paperwork is not a negative indication for 
the Humana (NYSE:HUM) acquisition, chief executives for the companies told PaRR today (22 September).

The Department of Justice (DoJ) is reviewing both transactions, which were announced in July.

“We’re not expecting divestitures,” Joseph Swedish, CEO of Anthem, told PaRR in an interview.

The issue of a remedy is “a decision that the DoJ has to come to decide,” Swedish added. “We’ll certainly be in 
dialogue with the DoJ as we get to the end of the analysis.”

Swedish noted that Anthem has not made a divestiture proposal to the DoJ.

Aetna’s CEO, Mark Bertolini, expressed similar optimism even though US antitrust authorities are in the early 
phases of evaluating both deals.

Bertolini told PaRR that the company’s refiling of Hart-Scott-Rodino paperwork on 19 August should not be 
taken as a negative signal for the deal.

Aetna refiled “just to give the DoJ more time for us to have a conversation about what we’re going to consider,” 
Bertolini said.

He noted that health systems would be interested in buying Humana/Aetna’s divested assets in the Medicare 
Advantage space, but he declined to say whether these divestitures would be sufficient for regulatory clearance.

“It’s up to the DoJ, and we’re too early in that process,” he said.

Medicare Advantage health insurance plans for senior citizens are administered by private insurance companies 
rather the US government.

Both Swedish and Bertolini spoke with PaRR after a US Senate antitrust subcommittee hearing, titled 
“Examining Consolidation in the Health Insurance Industry and its Impact on Consumers,” on 22 September in 
Washington, DC.

During the hearing, US Senator Amy Klobuchar (D-MN) said the two key questions for the mergers will be 
their effects on consumers and their impact on the integrity of the healthcare system.
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In their testimony, Swedish and Bertolini stressed that all healthcare is local, competition is robust, market entry 
is actually taking place in the insurance industry, and that their deals will be in the interest of consumers.

However, whether the deals are in the public interest or whether they violate antitrust laws are two different 
questions, noted Leemore Dafny, a professor at the Northwestern University Kellogg School of Management 
who previously worked at the Federal Trade Commission.

In response to questions from the senators, Swedish stressed Anthem’s focus on provider collaboration, patients, 
affordability and creating value at the local level. Meanwhile, Bertolini noted that Medicare Advantage prices 
have decreased in recent years.

Yet Richard Pollack, president and CEO of the American Hospitals Association (AHA), questioned whether 
there would be a suitable acquirer if the deals require divestitures. The AHA has publicly opposed the 
transactions.

In a statement, Anthem has said there are “numerous entities that are in the business of providing health 
insurance that would likely be interested in purchasing assets that may be divested as a result of either 
transaction.”

by Ryan Lynch in Washington DC
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